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Neighborhoods at the top are even 
more likely to stay there than those at 
the bottom

All the best,  Joslyn Wolfe 
Publisher, Focus on Women Magazine
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indemnifies FOWM of any course of action.
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Undoubtedly, the mark 
of the holiday season 
brings  to us a deluge of 
sprited giving. With the 
open hand of gratitude,  
we embrace the ex-
pected and unexpected  
banquet  of offerings 
before  us.  This season 
lends pause to be gifted 
with presents of a differ-
ent sort.  With selected 
foresight, the hardships 
we face are gifts too, 
beckoning us forward to 

a place of greater strength,  insight and solitude.  Indeed, 
hassles, hardships and hurdles  are complicated hexagons 
patterned with opportunities.  To our readers, support-
ers and advertisers, may you too embrace the cornocopia 
of gifts ushered forth which accompanies this holiday 
season.  May your find yourselves in kind company, joyful 
moments and many days filled with happiness.
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Registration Now Open For 9th Annual Flip Flop Festivus!

Copyright © Life and Breath Foundation, All rights reserved.

Event Sponsors: Chesapeake Urology, Alex Brown/Division 
of Raymond, James, Flowers & Fancies, RSM, PBMares, PNC 
Wealth Management, TMDG

Media Sponsors: WBAL NewsRadio 1090 AM, WBAL-TV, 98 Rock, The 
Afro, CITYPEEK, Comcast, HeidNSeek, MyCity4Her.com, Baltimore Business 
Journal, Focus on Women Magazine, Citybizlist, DowntownDiane.net,  
Pressbox, STYLE, WYPR, Yelp

Two weeks left !!!  Flip Flop Festivus offers an elegant night on the town in a Casino Royale casual atmosphere.

Enjoy sumptuous cocktails and cuisine from Four Seasons Executive Chef Michael Mina, Bon Appetit’s Chef of the 
Year in 2005 and Restaurateur of the Year in 2005.

The evening will also include a Celebrity Black Jack Tournament, casino games, raffles and an exciting live auc-
tion of highly sought-after sports and travel packages.

Guests also can “shake their groove thing” to the sounds of Affirmative Groove, the 8-piece professional show band 
from Richmond, Va.

Join us for the 9th Annual
Life and Breath Foundation’s

Flip Flop Festivus Casino Royale
To benefit the Sarcoidosis Community

Friday, September 15, 2017 
7:00 p.m.

Four Seasons Hotel Baltimore
200 International Drive, Baltimore, MD 21202

$125 per person

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

REGISTER TODAY!

Our mailing address is:
10226 Tarpley Court • Ellicott City, Maryland • 21042 1-866-4SUPPRT or 1-866-478-778
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BLOCDV.ORG - Sheila

BLOCDV.ORG - Cynthia

BLOCDV.ORG - Chanel

New evidence should drive policies on 
neighborhoods and economic opportunity

BLOCDV.ORG - Rene Michelle

What delays in immediate disaster relief 
mean for Puerto Rico’s long-term recovery

eBOOKSTORE - FOWM MAGAZINE

www.focusonwomenmagazine.com
nicbri@focusonwomenmagazine.net

Focus on Women Magazine is a bi-monthly publication for 
women, to women, and about women which focuses on topics 
of interest to women and is geared towards a multi-generational 
audience.

Focus on Women Magazine (FOWM) is published bi-monthly,
on or about the 10th of the month by Focus on Women Magazine
LLC, 4615 Oakview Court, Ellicott City, MD 21042. Phone: 410-294-2932. 
It is available by subscription, or on display stands and at approved public 
and private venues throughout the Baltimore Metropolitan area, including 
Baltimore City, Baltimore County, Ellicott City and Columbia. The editorial 
content of Focus on Women Magazine does not necessarily reflect the 
views of our advertisers or readers. Focus on Women Magazine is not
responsible for editorial comment other than its own. For story ideas, 
calendar of events, or ads, contact Focus on Women Magazine at nicbri@
focusonwomenmagazine.net, or by Fax at 443-759-3001, or by phone at 
410-630-1224 or by mail at 4615 Oakview Court, Ellicott City, Maryland 
21042 or our second Inner Harbor address at 300 West Lombard Street, 
Suite 840, Baltimore, Maryland  21201.

© 2007 Focus on Women Magazine.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication can be reproduced 
without prior express written consent of the publisher.

Publisher: Joslyn Wolfe, Editor: Kathy Pettway
Design/Production: Robin, fowmag@gmail.com
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2016/17 SEASON

WAIT UNTIL DARK

THE ROOMMATE

DOT

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

more

BUY TICKETS

http://everymantheatre.org/201617-season

Our 2016/17 Season offers laughter and 
suspense from heart-warming and poignant 
new plays by rising voices, and a farce 
about a Resident Company performed by 
our Resident Company.

For information about Everyman Theatre,  
visit www.everymantheatre.org , or call 410.752.2208.

E V E R Y M A N  T H E AT R E
ENGAGE. INSPIRE. TRANSFORM.
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www.thechildrenshome.net
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Community Based Services 

443-636-5456 
Fax: 443-636-5784 

 
  

The Children’s Home  
Presenting FACES 2017,  
Oct. 27 at M&T Bank Stadium

Signature Fundraiser Supports Maryland’s At-Risk Children & Youth

About The Children’s Home

FACES 2017 Theme: “Glitz & Gloss”
Friday, October 27, 2017
6:00-10:00 p.m
M&T Bank Stadium Southeast Club Lounge

The Children’s Home, a 501 (c) 3 organization committed to fostering statewide crisis intervention services for 
youths ages 13 to 21, is moving its signature fundraiser to a new location.

FACES 2017 will take place Friday, Oct. 27, from 6 to 10 p.m., at M&T Bank Stadium South East Club Level 
Lounge (1101 Russell St., Baltimore, MD 21230).

With the theme, Glitz & Gloss, this chic evening will feature a dinner buffet with beer, wine and specialty 
cocktails; dancing to live music by SoulCentered, raffle drawings; an interactive art activity; airbrush tattoo 
and bodypainting from Airbrush Unlimited Group, and a photobooth from Fun Fotos MD.

The highlight is the silent and live auction featuring photography, paintings, trinkets and other handmade 
gifts created by the at-risk children and youth living at The Children’s Home residents, along with other 
special items.

As part of a mentorship with Kimberly Hopkins (owner/creative, khopdesign LLC) and her husband, Michael 
Hopkins, FACES annually showcases the residents’ courage for positive change, along with their innate artistic 
talent.

ABC2 News Anchor Jamie Costello will serve as the emcee. Event co-chairs are Regina Cohen (a volunteer 
at The Children’s Home who is affectionately regarded by the residents as, “The Candy Lady,”) and Tammara 
Madison (The Children’s Home volunteer).

FACES 2017 is intended to raise over $50,000 to sustain quality programs and services for at-risk children, 
youth and their families. Individual tickets are $100 per person in advance and $125 per person at the 
door. Tables of 10 are $900. For more information or to purchase tickets or tables, visit bidpal.net/FACES or 
call 410.744.7310.

Established in 1863 as an orphanage for children aban-
doned due to the Civil War, The Children’s Home celebrates 
a distinguished legacy of caring for Maryland’s at-risk chil-
dren and youth both inside and outside the family struc-
ture. Its programs and services have continued to evolve to 
meet the needs of the community.
Operating from its 44-acre campus in Catonsville, the non-
profit provides a comprehensive program of academic sup-
port, recreation, therapeutic counseling, arts and culture 
and life skills to give each child the opportunity to become 
a happy and productive citizen. Three of its most exciting 
program endeavors are weekly equestrian/pet therapies, 
entrepreneurial expressive arts and job placement assis-
tance for older teens and young adults. For more informa-
tion, visit www.thechildrenshome.net.

205 Bloomsbury Avenue
Catonsville, Maryland 21228
410-744-7310
Fax: 410-455-0071
www.thechildrenshome.net

Caryn Sagal
Senior Vice President

Lawrence Howard & Associates
10400 Stevenson Road, Suite 201

Stevenson, MD 21153
410.363.9583,   caryn@lawrencehoward.com
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5 EASY WAYS
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To Uncomplicate Your Life

Here are a few easy ways to uncomplicate it:

Past mistakes should teach you to create a 
wonderful future; not cause you to be afraid of 
it. Don’t carry your mistakes around with you. In-
stead, place them under your feet and use them 
as stepping stones. Never regret. If it’s good, it’s 
wonderful. If it’s bad, it’s experience. Success is 
not about where you are standing at any given 
point in time; it’s about how much you’ve learned 
and how far you’ve come to get there.

Don’t just get things done; get the right things 
done. Results are always more important than 
the time it takes to achieve them. Stop and 
ask yourself if what you’re working on is worth 
the effort. Is it bringing you in the same direc-
tion as your goals? Don’t get caught up in odd 
jobs, even those that seem urgent, unless 
they are also important. Identify what’s most 
important to you. Eliminate as much as you 
possibly can of everything else. No wasted 
time, no fluff, no regrets.

Start clearing clutter. Get rid of stuff you don’t use and then organize what’s left. 
Keeping both your living and working areas organized is crucial. If you have a clut-
tered space, it can be distracting and stressful. A clear space is like a blank canvas, 
available to be used to create something great.

Smile every chance you get; not because life 
has been easy, perfect, or exactly as you had 
anticipated, but because you choose to be 
happy and grateful for all the good things you do 
have, and all the problems you know you don’t 
have. You must accept the fact that life is not 
perfect, that people are not perfect, and that you 
are not perfect. And that’s okay, because the 
real world doesn’t reward perfection. It rewards 
people who get GOOD things done. And the only 
way to get GOOD things done is to be imperfect 
99% of the time.

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” Leonardo Da Vinci once said that, and I don’t think anything 
could be closer to the truth. 
   But how can we bring more simplicity into our complex lives? How can we uncomplicate things for ourselves? 
   It’s time for a reality check... 
   Life is actually pretty simple, but we insist on making it complicated!

Learn from the past, and then 
get the heck out of there!

Focus on being productive, not 
being busy.

Let things be less than perfect.

Organize your space.

Be efficient.

Stop being inefficient simply because you’ve always 
done it that way. If you keep doing what you’re do-
ing, you’ll keep getting what you’re getting. Many 
times we live with unplanned, complex systems in 
our lives simply because we haven’t given them 
much thought. Instead, streamline your life by find-
ing better ways of handling common tasks. Focus 
on one system at a time (your cleaning system, 
your errands system, your paperwork system, your 
email system, etc.) and try to make it simplified, effi-
cient, and logical. Then, once you have it perfected, 
stick to it.
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If your life is on auto-pilot, this is your wake-up call.
If you never put yourself first, this is your wake-up call.
If you’ve become someone you don’t recognize to please other people or to chase some version of 
success that doesn’t resonate with you, this is your wake-up call.
If you are constantly numbing out with food, shopping, booze, TV, or other distractions, this is your 
wake-up call.
If you are worn down, beat up, stressed out, and completely depleted, this is your wake-up call.

How many times have you thought “this isn’t working” or “something is not right” or “things have to change”? – those thoughts 
and words are from your inner voice. It’s your wake-up call calling.

You don’t need a major life crisis to wake you up. And no one needs to tell you because you already know. Your inner voice 
has been trying to tell you, but in case it’s been a challenge to find time and space to listen through the chaos, maybe you’ll 
resonate with one of these situations.

Getting your wake-up call is not the hard part, answering the call is. Choosing to answer the call instead of ignoring it is hard. 
Right now, it may feel easier to keep going, and going, and going. But you know if you don’t find a way out of the endless cycle 
you’re in, it’s going to get worse.

Based on our friend Courtney Carver’s personal simplicity-centered transformation, she created A Simple Year – 12 months of 
guided simplicity. She invited Marc and me, and nine other world-class simplicity advocates, experts, and authors to help.

Many of the experts in A Simple Year charge hundreds of dollars for just an hour of their time. In this focused, step-by-step 
course you’ll get their expertise (and ours) for a small fraction of the price.

If you’d like to spend the upcoming year focused on simplifying your life, tackling ONE change at a time so you don’t get over-
whelmed, side by side with 12 experts, and a supportive community, please join us.

Maybe A Simple Year isn’t the answer, and there probably isn’t just one answer, but I want to encourage you to take a step 
towards change.

You are brave and strong enough to answer the call.
Big change comes from hundreds of tiny steps and they all matter.
You don’t have to have a perfect plan for the next 10 years or even the next 10 days. All you need is an open heart and the 

next step. Not all the steps, not a big step, just the next one.

You’ve got this! 
And finally, please share this email 
with anyone else who could benefit 
from A Simple Year.

https://simpleyear.co/

Sincerely hoping you are already looking forward to a 
simpler and happier 2018,

Angel Chernoff
Marc and Angel Hack Life
Practical Tips for Productive Living

Is this email your wake up call to a simpler life?

Spend a Year With Us, Making One Powerful Change at a Time

How will you answer your wake-up call?

The program officially begins Jan. 2 and 
early registration is open for a limited time 
for an insanely affordable, discounted price.

Learn all about the monthly topics and 
what to expect from A Simple Year HERE.

It would be our pleasure and an honor to 
work with YOU.
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I am not telling you this for your sympathy-it was just a fa-
vorite childhood toy of mine.  When I am down for the count 
and cannot seem to pop back up, I envision this toy and it 
makes me smile

After writing my book, Finding Jill: How I Rebuilt My 
Life After Losing the Five People I Loved Most, I felt relief 
to have my story out there. I spoke at different events and 
toured for a few years after my book was published. I did ra-
dio interviews, a few TV interviews, and I even wrote some 
articles for blogs and magazines. Each time I revisited my 
past; it took me a few days or up to a week to re-engage 
with my present life.  

My husband John and my son Franklin gave me the space 
I needed to go through the grieving process I have come to 
know so well. It was hard on them, but truly exhausting for 
me. I balanced as best I could, knowing this was my contri-
bution to helping those who are beginning the grief process, 
as well as helping to shed light into the darkness for those 
studying grief.  In the process, I regained and reclaimed my 
purpose in life of not only being a wife and mother, but a 
source of strength for those in need.  

Don’t get me wrong; I still had enormous loss and grief 
during these years-the death of my father being the great-
est.  Yet each time I stood in deep pain and grief, I was able to 
pop back up, adjust my stance, and look life in the face.

In 2014, I felt surrounded once again by death.  People I 
care very much about lost children while others lost fathers.
Each month seemed to bring with it new tragedies.  Of 
course, I also personally knew most of the individuals who 
died. Yet, losing a child is like losing your breath; and losing 
a father is like losing your entire foundation. The one event 
that completely knocked me out was the death of my cous-
in, Nikki. We only had a couple of months to say our good-
byes. I prayed nonstop for a miracle to destroy the cancer 
that engulfed her body.  I wondered how my sweet cousin 
could be dying just four years after the death of her 38-year-
old husband, who succumbed to a heart defect.Nikki’s death 
has shattered so many lives, and the aftershock continues to 
ripple in catastrophic ways.  

- by JILL TOMPSON

Adventureswith Bozo
Does anyone remember “Bozo,” 

the inflatable punching bag? The bottom fills with 
sand and once inflated it stands about 4 feet tall.  
You punch it in the face and it pops right back up for 
another.  Well,over the past 15 ½ years, although 
taller, I have felt as though I am “Bozo.”

I’ve come to learn that each person must go through his or 
her own journey. It definitely took me a long while to regain 
my footing.  At the end of 2014, I made a conscious choice to 
let go of my book; at least the speaking events and promo-
tional efforts. I still wanted to help people, yet I felt my family 
and close friends needed me, and I could not find a way to 
balance both. 

Although these difficult times seem to outweigh the good, 
this could be no further from the truth. Since my accident 
in 2002, I have made a choice to bring happiness into my 
life. It is not an easy task but I know deep within that there 
is no one in this world who can accomplish this for me. Cer-
tainly support and love helps, yet each individual must find 
his path. For me, counseling has been a huge help; along 
with writing and creating a healthy environment, exercise 
and eating healthy foods, and minimal alcohol.  This is es-
pecially true during mu “down” days. I am far from perfect, 
but the more I hold true to the above, the greater happi-
ness fills my soul.

After walking around New York City, and again during a 
Seattle trip near the end of 2014, I realized my bad leg from 
the accident was affecting me negatively, and the begin-
ning of the ski season confirmed this. I had my leg looked 
at and sure enough the lower plate needed to be removed 
as it was tearing into my tendon. My recovery took a bit lon-
ger than expected because the surgeon had to shave some 
bone in order to get the plate out. For me, the hardest part 
of the surgery was not physical; rather, I did not realize how 
the surgery on my leg could throw me back to the time of 
the accident. I was not prepared for all the questions, or the 
looks of horror on the faces of those around me.  I can only 
imagine what I did and said while going under and coming 
to. That in and of itself gives me a bit of comic relief!  I am 
not one to lay still and for weeks I was in a complete state of 
torture having to sit with just my thoughts. Once recovered, 
I kept busy again and to some degree pushed aside my feel-
ings. Deep within, however, I felt ridiculous that the surgery 
impacted me in this way.  

A highlight of that summer was my aunts, uncle and cous-
ins visiting from Michigan to celebrate my sister Jody’s retire-
ment. Much laughter and love filled those days! I even had a 
chance to share my home,which is 2.5 hours away! It was a 
wonderful visit.  Aunt Doris, my aunt who visited me in Italy 
with my mom, seemed frail and was on oxygen due to a re-
cent virus. The altitude where my house is located was quite 
difficult for her. Once she returned to Michigan, her health 
declined and she had to move in with one of her daughters. 
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Finding Jill: How I Rebuilt My Life After 
Losing the Five People I Loved Most
ISBN:  0989425207, 9780989425209
Author:  Jill Kraft Thompson
Publication:  September 2013

www.findingjill.com

Our cousins kept us up-to-date on the status of her health. 
A few days into December, I woke during the middle of the 

night and was convinced I would never see my Aunt Doris again. 
My husband John calmed me down and helped me plan my flight 
there for the next day. It was definitely the best advice John has 
given me. We had such a wonderful visit! My cousins came,as did 
my Uncle Bob and Cathy. My Aunt Doris and I had some great dis-
cussions, and laughed more then I have laughed in years!

After returning home from Michigan, I only had 2 weeks to pre-
pare for Christmas. I always look forward to Christmas, but this one 
was exceptionally exciting because my sisters, brother and their 
families were all coming to Idaho. My brother and his family, and 
John’s mom Gracie would actually be spending Christmas with us, 
and my sisters and their families would join us the day after. 

On Christmas day, we had an early dinner so that John could get 
to his job of grooming the ski runs at our local ski mountain. One 
of my nephews went with him while the rest of us enjoyed a relax-
ing Christmas night. That was until about 7 o’clock.  

As I play each detail out in my head, the only one I feel you need 
to know is that everyone got out safe as we watched our house 
burn to the ground. It was extremely traumatic, and I am actually 
having a hard time even writing about it. Maybe I haven’t com-
pletely dealt with this particular tragedy yet. The chimney installer 
made a tragic mistake, which could have caused death and injury 
to my family and I. It is hard not to think about the “what ifs,” but I 
am grateful that this tragedy did not result in any deaths. 

Just as I have forgiven the two gentlemen who caused the lives 
of my husband, two sons, mom, and my niece in the deadly car 
crash in Italy, I also forgive the young man whose oversight caused 
the burning of our home and destroyed the safe environment I 
had worked so hard to create. 

The fire shook my family to its core. Franklin’s schooling suf-
fered, our marriage suffered, and I once again felt as if I could lose 
my mind in the next second.  I was unable to form complete sen-
tences. I could not finish a thought. I felt like a complete failure in 
everything I did or tried to do. The difference was thatI knew how 
to become stronger. It took until this last summer, 2017, for me to 
regain my footing. Once again I feel balanced, secure, and truly 
happy!

My Aunt Doris passed away a few months after our house fire. 
I would not have been able to visit her, which makes me feel 
incredibly thankful for my intuition and for my very supportive 
husband!  

My husband John, my son Franklin, and I are settled into our new 
home, which we rebuilt on the same foundation with the help and 
guidance of Peter Harris, the “best builder ever!” Peter has become 
family to me and has helped to bring peace and tranquility into my 
life that does not always feel stable. Franklin has adjusted surpris-
ingly well and just this past summer his confidence has returned, 
alongside his overflowing joy of life!  Franklin brings such love and 
laughter into our home.  John and I are so blessed to have him!  

Our marriage struggles are hopefully behind us, yet like any 
marriage, I am positive we will have more ups and downs. What 

we have gained in our relationship is a much stron-
ger communication and a slower reaction time. As 
long as we have love, honesty, and strong commu-
nication, we will grow stronger together. 

John worked tirelessly to bring us back home. It 
would not have happened so quickly without his 
strength. He knew what Franklin and I needed, and 
he moved mountains to make it happen! 

Like I said, I am back on my feet. The outpouring 
of love and support from our community and family 
has given me a brace to lean on that I did not real-
ize I had next to me. This has given me newfound 
strength and courage. I am overjoyed with my life! 
Could things be easier? Perhaps, yet I would not be 
who I am today without the things that happened 
yesterday, or last week, last month, or the years 
gone by.  

But what I do know is that tomorrow better watch 
out, because here I come!



We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a clinical research study. 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an investigational (research) blood test is 

able to help confirm a diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 
You may Qualify if you: 

*Are healthy a female and male, age 6-17
* Have no clinical history of ADHD and Bipolar

Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 
 

For study qualification/more information: Bernice Frimpong (Research Coordinator) 443-287-2144 or 
bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
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Healthy Volunteers Needed 
We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in 
a clinical research study.  

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 

Your child may qualify if your child: 

*is a healthy  female or male, ages 6-17
*has no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder

Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 

Healthy Volunteers Needed 
Looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a 
clinical research study. 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 

Your child may qualify if your child: 

*is healthy female or male, ages 6-17 
*has no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder
 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
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Plaxen & Adler, P.A.
10211 Wincopin Circle, Suite 620
Columbia, MD 21044

plaxenadler.com

TOP ATTORNEYS
MARYLAND 2017

SUPERLAWYERS.COM

MARYLAND’S
PERSONAL INJURY
ATTORNEYS
A nationally recognized leader
in representing the injured,
Plaxen & Adler focuses solely
on personal injury.

Bruce Plaxen has been named
to Super Lawyers 11 times and 
was named Trial Lawyer of the 
Year by the Maryland Association 
for Justice. David Muncy has been 
selected to Rising Stars.

Our legal team will fi ght for you.

David A.
Muncy**

Bruce M.
Plaxen*

Joshua A.
Plaxen

*Chosen to 2017 Super Lawyers
**Chosen to 2017 Rising Stars
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Multi-generational disadvantage requires 
multi-generational solutions

www.urban.org

For generations, members of Ms. Jones’s (not her real name) family have grown up in public housing. As we chatted in her apart-
ment in a public housing development on the far south side of Chicago, she reflected on not just her own experiences growing 

up in a building known for its notorious gang violence and deplorable living conditions, but also the housing her mother had grown 
up in and her daughter’s current struggle to find employment that paid enough so she could move out of her subsidized unit.

While talking about her family’s desire to thrive, Ms. Jones expressed the incredible frustration that comes when your aspira-
tions are stymied at every turn, blocked by what feel like insurmountable obstacles-a bus service that can’t be relied on to get 
you to work, a route to school that isn’t safe, and local food marts that only sell alcohol and cigarettes.

Some neighborhoods are abundant in positive resources and opportunities, yet far too many others, like Ms. Jones’s, are 
much more likely to harm than help the families that live there. Recent research has focused national attention on the impor-
tance of place for the development of healthy children, families, and communities. Some say “place matters,” others that “zip 
code shouldn’t determine destiny,” but the central lesson is that where you grow up makes a difference.

To Know More....
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/multi-generational-disadvantage-requires-multi-
generational-solutions

Info About Article:

x  x  x  x  x  x

Creating opportunities within place

Lessons for federal housing policy

Families in public and assisted housing often need supports and services to help reach their full potential. But for those families 
that have also experienced the damage and trauma that comes from living in the most distressed neighborhoods, traditional 
supportive services often fall short. That’s why we designed and implemented the Housing Opportunities and Services Together 
(HOST) demonstration to test a different strategy.

For the past five years, HOST has brought together families like Ms. Jones’s, public housing agencies, and service providers to 
collaborate to identify and coordinate needed services to help residents. HOST differs from traditional, light-touch service mod-
els by focusing on the strengths and needs of the whole family. Over a period of several years, Ms. Jones worked with her case 
managers to find increasingly steady employment that would pay the wages she needed to consider moving to unsubsidized 
housing. Instead of simply referring her to various job fairs or training programs, Ms. Jones’s case manager helped her identify 
her strengths and address some of the physical and mental health issues that had been a barrier to steady employment.

The family’s case manager also built relationships with Ms. Jones’s children and spent a year supporting her son’s college 
scholarship search. He’s now a full-time sophomore in college. The case manager checks in with him regularly, because the 
journey to self-sufficiency doesn’t have a hard stop.

Ms. Jones knows she may have a long road to self-sufficiency and the life she wants, but she is proud her son is already chart-
ing a new path. As the first in his family to attend college, he has taken a huge step toward breaking the cycle of disadvantage 
created in large part by the places his family has lived. This is the promise of two-generation models like HOST.  

Lessons from HOST can help inform federal policymaking efforts to provide services for public- and assisted-housing resi-
dents in a way that creates a path to self-sufficiency. Based on our HOST experiences, we’ve written a brief that details our 
recommendations for these programs, including:

prioritizing two-generation  service models that support the whole family;
requiring rigorous data collection for continuous program improvement; and
building public housing agency capacity to partner with local service providers to provide comprehensive services.

The experiences of Ms. Jones’s family and others who participated in HOST’s Altgeld Gardens program illustrate how disadvantage 
accumulates across generations in distressed neighborhoods and why whole-family intensive service models are necessary.



  
 

We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a clinical research study.  
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an investigational (research) blood test is 

able to help confirm a diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 
You may Qualify if you: 

*Are healthy a female and male, age 6-17 
* Have no clinical history of ADHD and Bipolar 

 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation.  

 
For study qualification/more information: Bernice Frimpong (Research Coordinator) 443-287-2144 or 
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Healthy Volunteers Needed 

 
We are looking for healthy adults, ages 18-55, to participate in a 
clinical research study.  

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in adults. 

You may qualify if you: 

*are a healthy female or male, ages 18-55 
*have no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder 
 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation.  

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
 

Principal Investigator – Ekaterina Stepanova, MD, PhD 
IRB# 00086805 
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Task Force on Human Trafficking

Commission Members:

Dario J. Broccolino
State’s Attorney
Howard County Office of State’s Attorney

Karen S. Butler
Director
Howard County Department of Social Services

Renee A. Foose
Superintendent, HCPSS

C. Vernon Gray, Chair
Administrator
Howard County Office of Human Rights

Rev. Martin P. Brooks
Associate Pastor
Bethany United  Methodist Church

James F. Fitzgerald
Sheriff
Howard County, Maryland

Sharon P. Hadsell
Sr. VP Patient Care Services
Howard County General Hospital

Steven J. Hess
US Attorney’s Office District of Maryland  
Governor’s Task Force on Human Trafficking

Andrea Ingram
Executive Director
Grassroots Crisis Intervention Center

Lois Mikkila
Director
Howard County Department of Citizen Services

Suellen Seigel
Howard County Commission for Women

William J. McMahon
Chief
Howard County Police Department

Maura Rossman, M.D.
Health Officer
Howard County Health Department

Sandra Stecker
Deputy Director
Howard County Technology and Communication Services

Sara Cochran
HoCo AGAST

Council Resolution 8-2014 established the Howard County Task Force on Human Trafficking. The task force 
is directed to research the development of protocols, community outreach efforts, training efforts, and 

partnerships to help increase the identification of human trafficking victims in the County and aide in the 
establishment of a provider network for comprehensive services for victims of trafficking.

http://cc.howardcountymd.gov
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Howard County Council
George Howard Building
3430 Court House Drive
Ellicott City, MD  21043

Phone: (410) 313-2001
Contact Council Members 

Fax: (410) 313-3297

All information submitted to the County Council is considered public information. 

Meeting Schedule:

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 
10:30 a.m.
C. Vernon Gray Conference Room, George Howard Building 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014
10:30 a.m.
C. Vernon Gray Conference Room, George Howard Building

Wednesday, May 21, 2014
09:00 a.m.
C. Vernon Gray Conference Room, George Howard Building

Wednesday, June 18, 2014
09:00 a.m.
C. Vernon Gray Conference Room, George Howard Building

Wednesday, July 16, 2014
09:00 a.m.
C. Vernon Gray Conference Room, George Howard Building

Wednesday, August 6, 2014
09:00 a.m.
Gateway Office Building, Conference Room 6

Wednesday, September 2, 2014
09:00 a.m.
George Howard Building, CVG Room

Wednesday, September 17, 2014
09:00 a.m.
George Howard Building, CVG Room

Wednesday, October 8, 2014
09:00 a.m.
Gateway Building, Conference Room 3

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
10:00 a.m. 
Location: The Columbia Gateway Building
Room 3
6751 Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD

Wednesday, November 18, 2014
09:00 a.m. 
Location: The Columbia Gateway Building
Room 3
6751 Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD

Monday, December 8, 2014
Presentation to Howard County Council

Agenda: Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
March 5, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
April 9, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
May 21, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
June 18, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
July 16, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
August 6, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
September 2, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
September 17, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force - Wednesday, 
October 8, 2014 (recording), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force (recording 
unavailable), Minutes

Agenda, Human Trafficking Task Force, Minutes
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In six months, 800,000 
young people may be 
hunted down and deport-
ed.  This is more than the 
population of the city of 
Seattle.  Their only crime 
was being brought to this 
country illegally by their 
parents.  They are collec-
tively known as dreamers 
and covered by an ex-
ecutive order DACA.  The 
mass round up of people 
by the government is not 
new when we look at the 
internment of the Japa-
nese during World War 
II and the Trail of Tears 
to name a few, to our 
shame. One hopes that 
we will not be sending 
bus loads of young peo-
ple to the border, forcing 
them across the border to 

and state income taxes and pay into the social security sys-
tem.  Roughly one fifth of DACA workers are in the health care 
and educational sector.  Government projections show that the 
economy will need to add hundreds of thousands of workers in 
these fields in the next five to ten years.  If the DACA workers 
in these areas are deported, there could be a disaster for those 
who rely on them for their care.

If these young people lose their work permits there are other 
serious implications: they will lose their jobs and any benefits 
connect to these jobs, including health insurance.  Even if they 
do not have health insurance through their employers they 
could lose state-sponsored health benefits.  They would lose 
driver’s licenses, teaching certifications and access to some 
state educational benefits.  In may  cases, they are the only 
one sin their family that can work legally and have any health 
insurance.  Their work ethic is also a good example for other 
family members. All of these outcomes would serve an impact 
on the communities in which they live.

The revocation of DACA can affect all of us.  The first group 
that will feel the effects will be he elderly and the disabled who 
need health care workers.  There will be a shortage of bilingual 
teachers and other workers.  For the aging population, this 
means fewer workers supporting Social Security and posits a 
reason for concern about the future of Medicare.  Driving out 
younger workers will only exacerbate these matters.  Younger 
workers are more likely to be consumers rather than the elderly 
which more beneficial in keeping economies, local and nation-
al more buoyant and is thus more beneficial for businesses.  
The US Chamber of Commerce understands and is one of 
the groups opposing the revocation of DACA.  We should all 
understand that this program benefits the entire country.

a country that they do not know, have no ties to, and may not 
even speak the language.

All DACA does is allow certain young illegal immigrants to 
apply for work permits.  Applicants.must have been younger 
than 16 when brought to this country.  They must either still be 
in school, high school graduates or in the military.  They also 
must not be convicted of a serious crime and be younger than 
31 before 2007.  This is not amnesty and does not offer a path 
to citizenship.

Two reasons are usually given for revoking DACA: President 
Obama did not have the legal authority to issue the order and 
the people receiving the work permits are taking jobs away 
from American citizens.  The first part of the argument is al-
ready facing legal challenges since no legal precedents were 
cited.  Janet Napolitano, former secretary of homeland secu-
rity, who created the program among those suing the Trump 
administration for violating administrative procedures and con-
stitutional due process.  A group of 16 state Attorney Generals, 
have filed suit in Federal court and claimed that the order was 
driven by racial motives and failed to follow federal rules gov-
erning executive policy making.

Those who claim that these young people are taking jobs 
from unemployed citizens never specify what jobs these are.  
Most of the unemployed that critics are speaking of are old-
er blue collar workers while most of the workers covered by 
DACA are working in service, sales and administrative sup-
port.  Very few unemployed blue collar workers are entering 
these fields.  The employment rate for these young people is 
extremely high for two reasons:  they are all high school gradu-
ates and have clean criminal records.  This high labor force 
participation is important because these workers pay federal 

Dreamers and You....
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Here you go!

Where did you get your artistic ability?  Did it begin as a 
child and how and why so?

What was a turning point in your adult life when you 
knew you had to delve into the unknown and pursue 
this idea?

What was the journey like from where you were ten years 
ago to where you are now?

You appear to have a business acumen.  Where does that 
come from?

If there was something that you could change, what 
would it be?

http://lawrencehoward.com
TEL : 410.363.6205 CONTACT: Larry Lichtenauer

How does your work stand out from that of others?

What would you say was your best life’s work?

Yes, if I were to describe myself in three words…it would be 
curious, imaginative and fearless. Like most children, we are 
naturally all artists and scientists. We love to observe our sur-
roundings, work with our hands to figure things out, and see 
how we affect the environment around us. So much of how 
we progress from there is dependent on an innate sense of 
aesthetics, beauty, as well as the space and encouragement 
to practice.

I deeply believe we all are born with the innate sense to 
create, invent and build. This is our DNA. Unfortunately, we 
also have the propensity to form “blocks” by doubting our abili-
ties, our worthiness to contribute, a supportive environment 
and the drive to make it happen. Fortunately, I had supportive 
parents, teachers and friends who believed in me, my abilities, 
and gave me continuous positive feedback and support. More 
than that, I believed in myself.

A friend of mine lost her hair due to chemotherapy treatment. 
She had bought a wig which looked pretty bad and she never 
left the house except to go to treatment. At that time, my then 
husband was developing a hair replacement procedure for 
men. He had aligned himself with a factory to produce men’s 
hair grafts. I promised my friend that I would try to make some-
thing for her that she would be happy with. Honestly, I did not 
know what I was doing, but I was confident I could incorpo-
rate my art background with my engineering to develop an en-
hancement she would be happier with. In the end, I replicated 
her hair and she felt alive again. So was I. This was the turning 
point for me. Two years later, I quit my career as an engineer 
to pursue designing alternative. I have been able to success-
fully combine my art and design skills, with problem solving. I 
should also say that I don’t sleep much. My brain is almost al-
ways activated to forming new and better ways of doing things. 
My husband says I am like a vampire. 

It has been an amazing journey, especially the last 10 years. 
Looking back until now, we have gain so much momentum 
and fortitude with my original vision. The vision being that 
any woman could enjoy wearing enhancements not only for 
“skinny” hair, but for looking younger, fashion fun and modern 
convenience. After patenting/protecting my designs, I created 
a customized design/ordering system, marketing and an ex-
tensive educational curriculum so that we may duplicate what 
we have been doing at Versacchi at partner salons across the 
country/world. We have partnered with some amazing talent 
and created an alliance of hair professionals that I am so hon-
ored to be affiliated with.

My business acumen came with working twelve years as a 
contract engineer. I have worked in many business environ-
ments, many Fortune 500 companies. I learned the way busi-
nesses practiced, including the way information flowed, how 
companies were structured, how to develop trust and integrity 
among people at work, high work ethic, and a tenacity for prob-
lem solving.

To delegate more of the work so I could paint in my studio at 
least 3-4 days per week. 

I believe my greatest gift is the ability to use both sides of my 
brain collectively. This wasn’t always the case. It took quite a 
number of years to have my left and right brain on the same 
team. I was torn for the longest time questioning which side of 
the fence I was really on. I had a strong and natural impulse for 
using the right side for drawing, painting and any artistic ven-
ture. My left side loved logic and reasoning ~ the absolution of 
math and problem solving. It wasn’t until I began in the alterna-
tive hair industry that I could empower both sides of my brain 
to work in sync. Forming an alliance between them allowed 
me to manifest what I desired much greater and quicker than I 
could ever have imagined. I truly believe anything is possible. 

My children. 
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Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto Rico 
and its 3.4 million residents. Power and 

resources are still scarce on the island, and 
federal aid has been slow. In addition to this 
immediate crisis, the storm highlighted Puer-
to Rico’s existing infrastructure problems.

In the following conversation with Zaire 
Dinzey-Flores, associate professor of soci-
ology and Latino and Caribbean studies at 
Rutgers University and author of Locked In, 
Locked Out: Gated Communities in a Puerto 
Rican City, we explore what led to Puerto 
Rico’s decline before Hurricane Maria and 
what’s next for the island.

How Hurricane Maria exposed Puerto Rico’s 
“colonial boom and bust”

    Puerto Rico citizens felt this deterioration  
before the hurricane, with increasing  
commonality of blackouts, decaying roads, 
undrinkable water, and growing inequality.

www.urban.org

What historical factors came into play for Puerto Rico’s development before the storm?

What led to Puerto Rico’s problems before Hurricane Maria?

Dinzey-Flores: An injection of economic development in the 1950s made the island feel more like the US than its impover-
ished past. Operation Bootstrap began to modernize Puerto Rico at a whirlwind pace. It brought public schools, public housing, 
electricity, manufacturing, television, lit highways that cut straight lines, modern infrastructure, growing social services including 
public medical clinics, real estate booms, and petrochemical industries.

Water and electricity, two of the most pressing issues three weeks after the storm, had at one time been symbols of Puerto 
Rico’s advantages. Massive investment in the electrical grid and industrialization efforts peaked in the 1970s with the construc-
tion of a grid that reached remote rural areas and provided massive production to industry, commerce, and residential areas. 
Potable water was also widespread and available.

During the middle of the 20th century, Puerto Rico had become a leading expert in urban planning, serving as the model so-
ciety for global urban development work. Puerto Rico’s planning agency and its technocrats provided worldwide leadership in 
infrastructure development and city and regional planning.

That Puerto Rico seemed to be “ready” for hurricanes is nowhere more evident than its use of cement. By 2006, Puerto Rico 
was using 1.9 million tons of cement annually, almost double the world’s average annual per capita use. Experts have said the 
outsized use of cement was a direct result of the island being in a “hurricane prone” area.

Dinzey-Flores: By the late 20th century, Puerto Rico had electricity, fast roads, cable TV, the largest mall in the Caribbean, and 
the highest square footage of commercial space in the world. In contrast to nearby islands like the Dominican Republic, Puerto 
Rico had fast-food companies, investors, and reliable electric power. Capital, too, flowed in Puerto Rico, and investors felt con-
fident to invest in the government’s growing debt. Puerto Rico’s per capita GDP rose rapidly and consistently from $717.51 in 
1960 to $28,703.75 in 2013. In contrast, the Dominican Republic rose more slowly from $204.13 in 1960 to $6,027.06 in 2013.

But the capacity to produce, buy, and use cement came from the long-standing political-economic colonial arrangement with 
the United States, including the Dormant Commerce clause, which puts the US Congress in direct control of all commercial 
activity in and out of Puerto Rico. Akin to the Jones Act, this historically contingent configuration seemed to make sense in the 
middle of the 20th century and seemed to put Puerto Rico ahead of its neighbors.

Starting in 1990, as places like the Dominican 
Republic, Jamaica, and Cuba saw their fastest eco-
nomic and infrastructural growth, boosted by inter-
national configurations of development, Puerto Rico 
became a stepchild to the US. As infrastructure sup-
port declined in the US, Puerto Rico’s infrastructure 
and hurricane preparedness suffered. US infrastruc-
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Where should Puerto Rico go from here?

Carlos Martín
A senior fellow

What factors shaped Puerto Rico’s ability to deal with an event like Maria?

Dinzey-Flores: Some have said, “It’s like a bomb went off,” and perhaps treat-
ing it more like a bomb site is more adequate. Starting anew requires care-
ful attention to the planning enterprise again, to building and maintaining an 
island that is resilient in the long term. As immediate needs are addressed, it 
is paramount that Puerto Rico focuses on the long game. Planners, beyond 
techies and politicians, need to be part of the conversation. Planning in a so-
cially, ecologically, and politically sustainable fashion is essential.

Today, a satellite aerial map of the Caribbean shows the island in near dark-
ness, next to well-lit Dominican Republic and Cuba. Puerto Rico’s return into 
the light requires many things. First among them is the full federal aid of the 
US government to address the shortfall of infrastructure maintenance on the 
island. But most of all, Puerto Rico must rethink itself as an island that requires 
a unique way of seeing and building itself to face the storms—natural, social, 
and political—that will continue to come.

Dinzey-Flores: A central theme of the 2016 US presidential election, like prior elections, was infrastructure. Puerto Ricans who 
live on the island can’t vote in US elections, nor do they have voting representatives in Congress. A voice-only single “resident 
commissioner” in Congress is the product of an earlier era of direct colonial rule. But the US electorate’s decisions have dire re-
sults for the island, and the political disinvestment from infrastructure gravely affects this territory of 3.5 million people.

Puerto Rico citizens felt this deterioration before the hurricane, with increasing commonality of blackouts, decaying roads, 
undrinkable water, and growing inequality. Attempts at fixing the shortfalls, including addressing a massive governmental debt, 
have come in the form of privatization proposals. Debating the appropriateness of public and private services takes a different 
tone when considering a colony. It is not only about whether private companies should be in charge of and derive profits from 
managing public services, but about whom—local or foreign entities—should reap the rewards.

The collapse has been slow but steady. With the end of tax exemptions that incentivized companies to the island, many indus-
tries left, and Puerto Rico’s economy shifted to a finance economy. Puerto Rico began its reconvergence with conditions known 
to be more authentically Caribbean and less typical of the US mainland: high unemployment, high levels of informal work, high 
public benefits enrollment, high sales taxes, tax-free incentives, increasing mercenary political class and corruption, and limita-
tions on tourism. Decaying roads, blackouts, water rationing, and declining commerce contrasted the international multilaterally 
supported growth in other parts of the Caribbean.

Few events can fully expose the stitching of colonial boom and bust that Puerto Rico has experienced since 1898. Hurricane 
Maria did it. In the same way that Katrina exposed the land-use inequality in New Orleans, Maria has exposed the infrastructural 
collapse in the island that is a result of its unique political-economic configuration.

ture spending steadily declined between the late 1970s and mid-1990s, and this was true for Puerto Rico as well.
Starting in 1990, as places like the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Cuba saw their fastest economic and infrastructural 

growth, boosted by international configurations of development, Puerto Rico became a stepchild to the US. As infrastructure 
support declined in the US, Puerto Rico’s infrastructure and hurricane preparedness suffered. US infrastructure spending steadi-
ly declined between the late 1970s and mid-1990s, and this was true for Puerto Rico as well.

By the early 21st century, the publicly owned power and water companies, two of Puerto Rico’s most prominent infrastructure 
projects, were in trouble. In 2015, most of the tap water in Puerto Rico was declared unsafe to drink, a reflection of its failing 
infrastructure and growing debt. The political relationship with the US incapacitated the island from maintaining all that cement 
and infrastructure.

To Know More....
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/how-hurricane-maria-exposed-puerto-ricos-colo-
nial-boom-and-bust
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POVERTY AND TRAUMA

Jennifer M. Silverman, Esq.
Director of Operations 
Transition to Success, LLC
7680 Grace Avenue

Pasadena, MD 21122
Direct Dial: (301) 503-7110
http://www.transitiontosuccess.org

Being poor hurts, physically and emotionally.  Al-
though we can fill an empty stomach, the pain 

of the experience of hunger causes anxiety and fear 
that hunger will occur again.  Trauma changes who 
we are and how we see our world.  When we under-
stand trauma we are better equipped to help people 
in need actualize their dreams.  Understanding and 
responding to trauma creates hope and empower-
ment, both essential ingredients in self-sufficiency 
and the realization of dreams.

The University of Maryland Medical Center defines a 
traumatic event as ”an experience that causes physical, 
psychological, emotional distress or harm.  It is an event 
that is perceived and experienced as a threat to one’s 
safety or to the stability of one’s world.”

The research is clear. Trauma takes a direct physical 
and emotional toll on individuals, families and commu-
nities.  The connection between trauma and poverty is 
well-documented.  The more stress there is in a child-
hood environment, both in and outside of the home, the 
more the developing mind of children ages 0 to 5 is com-
promised. In March of 2016 The American Academy of 
Pediatrics declared poverty as the single most pressing 
chronic health issue facing children in the US.

With depleted, inconsistent, or nonexistent resources 
comes increased pressure, increased stress, increased 
sense of powerlessness, low self-esteem, fear and anxi-
ety.  The chronic conditions of poverty promote a deep-
seated traumatic response regardless of your age, sex, 
race or religion.

There are increased risk factors for trauma that are associated with poverty.  If you are living with economic hardships 
you have an increased likelihood of: insufficient income for basic needs resulting in deprivation (ex: food insecurity), 
chronic stress, family conflicts, divorce, social isolation, inadequate knowledge of and skill with problem solving, limited 
ability to read and write, alcohol and/or drug abuse, depression/mental health concerns, a lack of supportive relationships 
and a lack of child care supports, and discrimination.

Certain traumatic exposures are common in poverty.  If you are living with economic hardships you have an increased 
risk for: low neighborhood safety, exposure to violent crime, gang activity, domestic violence, lack of access to basic needs 
(food, housing, heat, and water), drug and alcohol abuse, house fires, incarceration, and increased rates of illness and 
death.

Survivors need respect, to be informed, connected and hopeful regarding their own recovery. The interrelation between 
trauma, poverty, substance abuse,  mental health issues and chronic physical illnesses must be recognized and ad-
dressed. Individuals and organizations helping those in poverty must understand that poverty is not a choice  and is the di-
rect result of exposure to environmental conditions.  Understanding poverty as a treatable condition  is the first step toward 
meaningful and long lasting recovery for survivors, their families, friends and other organizations that support recovery.
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Neighborhoods at the top are even more likely to 
stay there than those at the bottom

www.urban.org

America’s most affluent neighborhoods are worlds apart from its most disadvantaged ones, and the gap has grown in the past 
two decades. How much of that change happened within the same neighborhoods-that is, how many of the neighborhoods 

at the top in 1990 stayed at the top, as even richer versions of themselves, in 2010? What about the bottom neighborhoods? 
Did they get stuck too?

Until recently, it’s been tough to answer questions like these because the Census Bureau redraws its neighborhood boundary 
definitions every 10 years. But Urban’s Neighborhood Change Database, built with support from the Rockefeller Foundation, 
allows us and many other researchers to learn about how, whether, and why neighborhoods evolve because it reconciles bound-
aries and data definitions over time.

Some neighborhoods are locked in to disadvantage-or privilege 

Top Tracts Were More Likely to Be Locked in Than Bottom Tracts from 1990 to 2010

Source: Neighborhood Change Database URBAN INSTITUTE

Policymakers and researchers have been concerned recently about the extent to which distressed neighborhoods stay that way 
over time-that is, they get “locked in” to disadvantage by a cycle in which investment lags, crime grows, and households and 
businesses flee when they have a chance to find a better location.
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To Know More....
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/neighborhoods-top-are-even-
more-likely-stay-there-those-bottom

https://www.urban.org/author/rolf-pendall
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How the top tracts stay on top

A web of self-reinforcing policies and practices protect the position of top neighborhoods in their metropolitan areas. Many wealth-
ier neighborhoods use zoning to keep apartments out and purchase open space to limit development further. In many states, they 
incorporate as separate municipalities to control school districts and tax rates. In suburban areas, they reject investment in roads, 
water supplies, and sewers as a way to limit growth-especially growth at densities high enough to support rental housing.

States often condone or reinforce these local exclusionary practices. In the mid-2000s, for example, Maryland-home to some 
of the nation’s most privileged neighborhoods-required local governments to approve in advance all applications for federal low-
income housing tax credits. While this policy was in effect, the share of projects built with the credit in low-poverty neighborhoods 
fell by 17 percentage points. (Maryland has since changed this policy.)

Lock-in among high-opportunity neighborhoods is one reason why the recently issued Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
rule is so important. It requires state and local governments to allow developers to meet market demand for affordable rental 
housing by changing their exclusionary policies. When low-income people live in better and safer neighborhoods, with greater 
access to high-quality public services and private goods, it will improve their health and their children’s earning potential. Indi-
rectly, then, reducing lock-in could even contribute to national economic growth.

Our research bears out this concern. We ranked each commuting zone’s tracts based on income, housing value, homeowner-
ship rates, and college education rates. Of the bottom 10 percent of neighborhoods in 2010, more than three-fifths (62 percent) 
were already bottom tracts in 1990. Among the large commuting zones, lock-in at the bottom was most pronounced in slow-
growth, racially segregated commuting zones. In Baltimore, Boston, Bridgeport, Buffalo, Detroit, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, and 
St. Louis, between 70 and 80 percent of the bottom tracts in 2010 were also bottom tracts in 1990.

Overall, the tracts in the 570 commuting zones we analyzed gained almost 50 million residents from 1990 to 2010. But the bot-
tom tracts grew by fewer than 30,000 people over that period, and almost 40 percent lost at least 10 percent of their population.

What about the top tracts? Here, lock-in is even more pronounced: a full two-thirds of the 2010 top tracts (the highest-ranking 
10 percent of tracts) were already in the top 10 percent in 1990. In 108 commuting zones, over 80 percent of the top tracts in 
2010 were also top tracts in 1990. Only 75 commuting zones had this level of lock-in for bottom tracts. All the commuting zones 
with high lock-in at the bottom also had high levels at the top, but a few other high-income commuting zones-San Jose, Seattle, 
Los Angeles, New York, and Washington, DC, for example-were also among those in which over 70 percent of the top neighbor-
hoods in 2010 had already become top neighborhoods by 1990.

Rolf  Pendall

** Metropolitan : Baltimore, Boston, Bridgeport, Buffalo, Detroit, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, and St. Louis, 
San Jose, Seattle, Los Angeles, New York, and Washington, DC.

Codirector, Metropolitan Housing and Communities Policy Center

Rolf Pendall is codirector of the Metropolitan Housing and Communi-
ties Policy Center at the Urban Institute. In this role, he leads a team 
of over 40 experts on a broad array of housing, community devel-
opment, and economic development topics, consistent with Urban’s 
nonpartisan, evidence-based approach to economic and social policy. 
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Come, be part of a story –– one that will not repel you, 
but one that will compel you.

A story that will repair, not dispair.  
A story that will help weave a tapestry of hope.

The women in Afghanistan face the unthinkable:
Imprisoned for being raped

Mutilated for leaving abusive spouses
In some cases set afire and abused by family or community members

Marginalized from the marketplace
Psychologically scarred from centuries of war 

and being persecuted over centuries.

Be part of the story –– to help these women  
move towards a life of self sufficiency and hope.

Support the Focus on Women Magazine Afghan Women’s Craft Project.
Purchase their goods.

This is a Fair Trade Project
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New evidence should drive policies on neighborhoods 
and economic opportunity

www.urban.org

What’s the right policy response?
For far too long, scholars and policymakers have been bickering over the false choice of people vs place: Should we deliver 
assistance-like the earned income tax credit or food stamps-that helps all poor families, regardless of where they live? Or should 
we transform the distressed places where many poor people are clustered?

I reject this choice. It seems painfully obvious to me that-if we care about boosting economic mobility, especially for kids start-
ing out at the bottom-we have to do both. Efforts to expand employment opportunities, boost wages, strengthen work supports, 
and bolster the social safety net are all necessary, but they are insufficient for families living in severely distressed neighborhood 
environments.

That doesn’t mean I’m a proponent of interventions that focus myopically within the boundaries of distressed neighborhoods, 
interventions that have historically been described as place-based. Instead, I argue for what I call place-conscious strategies. By 
that I mean strategies that help people by explicitly addressing the neighborhood conditions most damaging to their well-being 
and to children’s healthy development.

This involves four quite different lines of work.

Investing in the most urgent needs of poor neighborhoods (with reducing exposure to violence at the top of 
this list).

Raj Chetty has been shaking up the conversation about economic opportunity in America. He’s using creative statistical meth-
ods to analyze millions of individual tax returns to track patterns of upward mobility from birth to adulthood. Chetty’s latest 

studies find that place really matters: where kids grow up has a big impact on what they earn as adults.
This new evidence makes a huge contribution to the body of research evidence about place and opportunity. We know that the 

connections between where people live and how they fare in life are complicated and that the causal arrows go both ways. But 
the research case is strong that living in a deeply poor, distressed, and isolated neighborhood undermines people’s well-being 
and long-term life chances, possibly even across generations.

And we’re now starting to see more and more compelling evidence that a change in neighborhood environment can yield 
improvements in life outcomes, especially if the change happens early in life and is sustained over time.

90% of the 4M poor kids growing up in high-poverty 
urban neighborhoods are children of color
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To Know More....
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/new-evidence-should-drive-policies-neighbor-
hoods-and-economic-opportunity
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Racial inequality and injustice 

Racial inequality and injustice 

public policies

federal policies
distress plaguing poor familiesfamilies of COLOR

BLACK/HISPANIC

WHITE state policieslocal levels

high-poverty

POOR FAMILIES

LOW INCOME distressed neighborhoods

Neighborhoods of concentrated poverty and distress aren’t the products of “natural” or “normal” housing market operations or 
unconstrained choices. They are the consequence of decades of discriminatory public policies at federal, state, and local levels 
and discriminatory practices by private-market institutions.

Today, high-poverty, severely distressed neighborhoods are almost all predominantly black and/or Hispanic. Poor whites are 
much more dispersed geographically, scattered throughout non-poor neighborhoods. In fact, of the roughly 4 million poor chil-
dren growing up in high-poverty urban neighborhoods today, almost 90 percent are children of color.

Over many decades, public policies built segregated neighborhoods of poverty and distress by simultaneously excluding poor 
families, especially families of color, from neighborhoods of opportunity and starving poor, minority neighborhoods of essential 
investments.

Reversing that legacy requires that today’s public policies tackle both the disinvestment and distress plaguing poor neighbor-
hoods and the barriers that exclude low-income people from neighborhoods of opportunity.

That may sound like a pretty daunting policy prescription. But I think we actually know a lot about the tools necessary to imple-
ment it, and we’re continuously refining those tools as we learn more about what works and what doesn’t.

Breaking the link between where a family lives and its ability to gain access to critical opportunities (particu-
larly good schools and jobs).

To be very explicit, I see housing mobility assistance, school choice, and neighborhood revitalization as complementary place-
conscious strategies, not as competing ideologies.

https://www.urban.org/author/margery-austin-turner

Margery Austin Turner
Senior Vice President for Program Planning and Management

Margery Turner is senior vice president for program planning and 
management at the Urban Institute, where she leads efforts to frame 
and conduct a forward-looking agenda of policy research. A nation-
ally recognized expert on urban policy and neighborhood issues, 
Turner has analyzed issues of residential location, racial...........

Eliminating the barriers that block poor families, especially families of color, from finding affordable places to live 
in neighborhoods that already offer lots of opportunity (like exclusionary zoning and housing discrimination).

Using federal housing subsidies (including housing vouchers) to help poor families move from distressed 
neighborhoods to safe neighborhoods with good public schools.
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What delays in immediate disaster relief mean 
for Puerto Rico’s long-term recovery

www.urban.org

People’s recovery

Households’ recovery

The most immediate consequence of disasters is their toll on human life. Death counts rise after the event largely because of 
search and rescue findings. Other people do not survive the wounds and pain inflicted during the disaster. But a more insidious 
cause is people’s inability to access medical care for disaster-induced emergencies and for prior medical conditions. Sustained 
gaps in medical access in Maria’s wake are likely to extend the counting process and increase the overall death count.

But death counts do not foretell recovery. Low immediate death counts often yield reductions in attention, resources, and will 
for recovery. Many medical cases may be life threatening, but most will lead to conditions that produce physical pain and inca-
pacitate victims from employment and their regular lives for years to come.

Other health effects will play out during recovery beyond physiological wounds and care gaps. Many of them are unknown at 
this point because they were not monitored before the disaster.

Environmental hazards are often exacerbated by disasters, such as the massive release of toxins from a breach in a manu-
facturing plant or a waste site. The US witnessed this following Hurricane Harvey, as the media outlets and public health depart-
ments that tracked air and floodwater toxicity warned Houstonians to avoid the water that surrounded them. Status reports from 
the US Environmental Protection Agency and local environmental agencies are just starting to emerge about hazard sites and 
debris across the islands. The effects of these hazards will continue for years.

In addition to the toll on physical lives, the mental health of victims will suffer. Postdisaster studies have shown the detrimental 
effects of severe trauma, especially on children. This trauma is compounded when relief and response are delayed.

Disasters are the confluence of an external hazard striking where people live and work. Failure to prepare houses physically for 
likely hazards and to secure insurance to mitigate the costs of rebuilding means that most US homes are unprepared for what 
could come. This was true in Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands, as less than 1 percent of homeowners in Puerto Rico have 
flood insurance and only 50 percent have wind insurance. Current property damage estimates range widely and will require 
massive assistance beyond what is being considered.

Delays in response have two unexpected consequences on recovery. The first involves people attempting to recover posses-

The speed and quality of the federal response to Hurricane Maria’s devastating toll on Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands 
continues to draw scrutiny. Two weeks after the storm’s landfall on US soil, wide swaths of the islands are still without electric-

ity, telecommunication lines, medical care, fuel, clean water, cash currency, and other necessities. Many rural communities re-
main physically inaccessible. Only 13,832 households in Puerto Rico have applied for Federal Emergency Management Agency 
assistance, a number much lower than after other disasters of similar intensity and damage.

Because of the increasing frequency of natural disasters, we know the quality and robustness of response and relief will have 
deep repercussions for recovery of the island’s people, homes, and communities.
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Communities’ recovery

Beyond individuals, the rush to rebuild after a prolonged relief phase could lead to a failure to enact better building codes and 
better enforcement, the institutions that produce better housing. After Hurricane Katrina, haphazard code enforcement and flood 
mitigation maps led to staggered home elevations. Rural municipios (county subdivisions) in Puerto Rico already suffered from 
poor administrative resources, but there are signs that institution building rather than rebuilding what was there actually works. 
In Florida, though, better building codes adopted after Hurricane Andrew have proven to be the lifesaving factor that helped the 
state’s residents withstand Hurricane Irma.

Similarly, knee-jerk requests for massive new seawalls and other defensive infrastructure may lead to poor investments. 
Thoughtful and difficult conversations about whether and how people should recover in existing communities become less ten-
able when suffering persists during relief. Opportunities for better physical communities-the quality of rebuilt homes, the thought-
ful planning of cities and infrastructure, and the possible relocation of families-dim in poor relief and response scenarios. Puerto 
Rico’s predisaster financial crisis will also give credence to the calls for purportedly cost-efficient “infrastructure as usual.”

Of course, these decisions may be moot. The mass displacement and resettlement of victims to other states and countries 
are becoming common. With the likely relocation of tens of thousands of Puerto Ricans to the US mainland, combined with the 
devastating effects of the island’s financial crisis before the hurricane, the relief and response delays to Maria may radically alter 
communities’ demographics and the relationships of victims to their hometowns.

But there is hope that those remaining in “la isla del encanto” (the island of enchantment) will survive the disaster and cut 
through the detritus of relief and response to be a model with the help of those who leave. For the US to recover from the current 
season of disasters, though, we must learn to plant the seeds of comprehensive preparation and thoughtful response.

sions and repair their homes without proper safety precautions and construction knowledge, often because of relief delays and 
distrust in public assistance. Many well-intentioned charities have contributed to this chaos in past disasters. The desire for sta-
bility and normalcy is strong, but poor immediate choices can shape home quality, property values, and family budgets. A longer 
relief phase creates a bigger window for bad choices, especially where building codes are weak and poorly enforced.

Second, hurricane damages can get worse if not attended to immediately. Water deteriorates structural and finish materi-
als, and, even when floodwaters recede, moisture damage leads to mold and mildew that make matters worse. Delays in the 
relief that typically comprises debris removal and tear-downs could increase the number of uninhabitable homes beyond those 
wrecked during the hurricane.

To Know More....
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/what-delays-immediate-disaster-relief-mean-
puerto-ricos-long-term-recovery
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Carlos Martín
Senior Fellow

Carlos Martín is a senior fellow in the Metropolitan Housing and Com-
munities Policy Center at the Urban Institute, where he leads research 
and evaluations on the physical qualities of housing and communities, 
and the industry that builds them.
Martín, a trained architect and construction engineer, uses his.......
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As my book came near to completion, I met Joslyn Wolfe of “Focus On Women Magazine.” She has an eBookStore 
sales page that allows her organization to produce revenue to finance women‛s projects and education. Although it 
does cost some money to join, I found that getting exposure and sales through her eBookStore provided me with the 
much needed exposure and confidence that my message had value and meaning to the women who bought my book. 
That was its original intent. Joslyn gave me an opportunity to sell my book in a widely dominated female authored 
market, and I cannot thank her enough. Her passion and devotion to women‛s issues, nationally in the USA and around 
the world is exemplary. A small percentage of sales did go to helping women in Afghanistan. If you have a book you 
want to get out to a female market in particular, I recommend you contact Joslyn and ask her to explain what she can 
do for you. You will find her to be very friendly and very astute on the book marketing process and how your book can 
be sold on her site.

The book I have been talking about is called “Men, Sex and Food - Why Hearing A Woman Can Lead To 
A Deeper Love” was designed to be read by men to educate them and teach them a very important skill. 
Precious few men have this skill called listening, and lack critical tools to understand what a woman RE-
ALLY needs from them to generate heart to heart connections. The book presents a process that teaches 
men how to hear a woman without ignoring her or fixing her. It opens up a very simple possibility to cre-
ate a highly amplified intimate connection that covers the gamut of experiences around intimacy. It also 
provides a real life story of what happens when a man understands that a woman DOES NOT need you to 
fix her, but instead acknowledge, value and be present for her needs and desires with thoughtful listening 
skills. It is the gateway to REAL LOVE in relationship.
I am very pleased to say that through the efforts of a new friend I met on a radio show I was a guest on 
a few months ago, my book will be on book store shelves soon.

Cheryl Lynn
Author - Pretty Painted Picture...Little 
Girl Lost
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